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not to express in his daily life, Dial was not comfortable considering them lasting works of art.
Their improvisational quality , predicated on impermanency and a need to express deep-seat ed feelings, is analogous to the nature of the blu es .
Although scholars have not so far connected Dial's
art to this musical mode, his work can be considered its visual equivalent.
In the fall of 1994 Dial made explicit this
connection with the blues when he focused on the
theme of pollution as a result of finding the desiccated body of a house cat in a crawl space in his
aunt Sarah Dial Lockett's house. The cat had unsuccessfully tried to escape the flood of early
Decembe r 1983 that had affected most of Dial's
community, called "Pipeshop," and filled his house
with a foot and a half of water. As a memorial to
this animal and possibly an elaboration on his commonly used tiger theme, Dial made it the centerpiece of C ontaminated Drifting Blues, a simulated
midden consisting of driftwood from the Gulf of
Mexico , crushed soda and beer cans (including a
prominent red Cok e can o n the bottom left), metal
shavings, bedsprings, a "C" clamp, and a glass bottle.
Shortly before making the piece, Dial had vis-

ited fellow self-taught artist Lonnie Holley, who had
found a circa 1960s bomb shelter underneath a
deserted shotgun house in his neighborhood . Its association with Cold War politics and widespread fears
of radioactive fallout are no doubt concerns that catalyzed Dial's C ontaminated Drifting Blues. At the time
that he made this \vork, Dial was thinking about how
his childhood hometown, Emell e, had become a
nuclear waste site and was deeply concerned about a
proposal for a nuclear waste dump in Besse mer. 144
The t itle Contaminated Drifting Blues re calls
the well-known blues song "Drifting Blues," by
Wallace "Pine Top" Johnson, which features this
chorus:
Y ou ~now I'm driftin g,
and I'm dnfting just li~e a ship out on th e sea.
Well , I'm drifting and I 'm drifting li~e a ship out
on the sea.
Well, you ~now I ain 't got nobody in this world
to care for me.

Not only does the t itle reinforce Dial's
work, but the references to the sea could characterize Contam inated Drifting Blues, with its earth-
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colored panel placed in front of a larger acrid bluegreen one that could represent either water or sky.
This relationship with the blues deserves
investigation in order to understand how Dial's art
is related to this rich and vital twentieth-century
tradition. Dial himself stressed the importance of
the blues to his life when he said, "For years,
music was my only pleasure." 145 Over the years, he
has appreciated a wide range of blues works,
including music by B.B. King and Fats Domino, his
longtime favorites. On Friday nights, after getting
off work at 11:00 P.M., he would spend a couple of
hours in Bessemer juke joints such as Duke's Club
or those that he remembers were run by Andy Hall
and Bill Hardy. He recalls that the interiors of
these clubs were painted in rich patterns that cap tured the flavor of the music . The overall improvisational character of these painted walls can in
general be considered a vernacular tradition important to Dial's paintings, and these paintings may
represent one way he has effected visual equivalents to this important musical form and the places
from which it came.
Music first called "blues" in the 1920s actually made its initial appearance around 1900 in the
Mississ ippi Delta region. One poss ible source may
have been "slave seculars," which lampooned spirituals, as critic Sterling Brown notes:
Bible stories, especially the creation, the fall
of Man, and the flood, were spoofed. "Reign,
Mastr Jesus, reign" became "Rain Masser , rain
hard ? Rain flour and lard, and a big hog head,
Down in my hac~ yard." l46

The blues are ofte n considered a cross-cultural blend of African American work songs, field
hollers, and traditional European-American ballads.147 However, blues tunes , unlike slave songs,
were mostly solos in which individuals ex pressed
deep perso nal feelings. William Ferris argues, in his
Blues from the Delta, that this music most likely
de ve loped after th e Civil War because it com monly relies on the accompaniment of a guitar, and
this instrum ent was not illustrated in pre-Civil
W ar literature. 148 Blues lyrics favor s uch subjects
as bad luck, a broken family, callous or unrequited
love, a gen eral feeling of being ill at ease with a
cold world of trouble, and a se nse of rootlessn ess.
All of thes e topics , except unrequited love, are of
crucial importance to Thornto n Dial's art.

A number of African American musicians
and scholars and others believe that the blues represent a special understanding of what it means to
be black. Although some have attributed this
music's great success to its inherent universality,
others, such as B.B. King, have emphasized its way
of establishing bonds between African Americans.
King noted, "If you've been singing the blues as
long as I have, it's kind of like being black
twice. " 149 Philosopher Cornel West believes that
blues and other forms of black music constitute an
"Afro- American humanist " tradition. 150 And
American studies specialist Jeffrey Stewart perceives the blues to be a culturally sanctioned mode
for channeling African American tribulations:
'Th e blues is not just the language of oppression and the realization that there's no way out
of this belly of racist capitalism. It is the ability to overcome .
to sing a song of transcew
dence, of madcap joy in the midst of all hell. It
is the ability to laugh to ~eep from crying, to
open the heart instead of shutting it once she's
gone, and to say "I didn't want the , ' , - , , ,
anyway." 'The blues is perhaps best represented
by the concept of irony that connects us to the
slave's experience of building America, from
sunup to sundown, and being called lazy.
'Th e blues aesthetic is living and expressing the
contradictions between the American ideal and
blac~ reality. 151

Scholars have written that the blues established a way for African Americans to cope with
adversity by finding an artistic medium capable of
conveying their feelings, enabling them the opportunity to appreciate the irony of their situation,
sharing th e commonality of knowing that others
have ex perienced similar difficulties, and tran scending negative feelings through the sheer
beauty and power of their chosen medium. One
might say that, similarly, Thornton Dial's paintings
and sculpture allow him the opportunity to do all
these things.
Th e blues have appealed mainly to an older
generation that has used them to cope with the contradiction s of residual forms of slavery or its ongoing aftereffects in a d emocratic world. According to
Ferris, this music is "the expr ession of a ge ne ration
which grew up before the Civil Rights Movement
and attitudes expressed in their verses are very
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different from those of 'soul' singers like James
Brown and Aretha Franklin." 152 To this, one might
add that the southern rural blues singer is usually
male , whereas the urban blues outside the South is
often epitomized by female vocalists.
When Dial asserts that his art is "about
reality" and is "concerned with the way things
really is," as he has said on a number of occasions
to this writer, he is in accord with an overall attitude of blues singers who believe in the veracity of
their message and their mod e of conveying it. In
The Spirituals and the Blues, James H. Cone records
this certainty among a number of performers:
[I}t is necessary to view the blues as a state
of mind in relation to the Truth of th e
black experience. This i.s what blues man
Henry Townsend, of St. Louis, has in mind
when he says : "When I sing the blues I sing the
truth. " . .. Or as Furry Lewis of M emphis puts
it: "All the blues, you can say, is true."
In the words of Memphis Willie B.: "A blues
is something that 's real. " 15 3

This emphasis on real ity might help to
explain why the theme of the road often recurs in
Dial's art. According to the following lyrics :
When a woman ta~es de blues,
She tuc~s her head and cries .
But when a man catches the blues,
He catches the freight and rides 154

And this requirem en t that authentic art
must b e faithful to objective reality without the aid
of a deus ex machina may be a reason for Dial's
unrelenting examination of humanity's depths in
such pieces as The Lord's Plan, Rolling Mill, and
City Lines.
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